the story time and time as represented within the virtual location. Each soundscape has a narrative arc that suggests moving through the space and arriving at destinations. The virtual locations are plotted to maximize the visual and auditory connections with the real world; for example, the sounds of the sea are mapped over existing water [5] . Attenuation and silence within soundscapes make apparent the ambient sound occurring in the real-world environment.
Audio strategies for extending the story world into the real world can be seen to occupy a range from simulation to symbolism. In the development of virtual environments, spatial sound is used to mimic the localization cues experienced in real-world environments [6] . In contrast, established techniques in radio drama often simplify the auditory scene by using key sounds sequentially to avoid confusion [7] , as the listener's environment, mode and quality of listening is unknown. Sounds are selected to appear like the sound sources they represent, using familiar codes, conventions and dialogue that may anchor meaning.
Narrative conventions also invite participants to imagine physical spaces, with the listener's real-world experiences providing the basis for conjuring the imaginary [8] . This mental simulation is not unique to narrative engagement but is continuous with fundamental neurological processes of perception and cognition, where "re-enactment" of our prior sensory interactions with the world enables us experience. Affordances of consumer headphones enable sounds in the environment to bleed into the recorded audio that in turn augments the participant's vision, resulting in crossmodal interactions, unplanned synchronicities and ruptures of the visual and the aural. Auditory streaming experiments demonstrate that perception is not necessarily a stable state, as switching between interpretations can occur when listening to sequences of pure tones. This phenomenon, known as perceptual bi-stability, is analogous to visual illusions such as the Necker cube or Rubin vase. Attentional focus can bias what is perceived, but the listener's inability to control the switching may indicate that instability is a feature of auditory perception [1] [2] [3] . The potential to harness perceptual uncertainty by incorporating interactive, semantic and multimodal perceptual illusions suggests that real-world environments can become further enfolded with imaginary spaces.
The Letters is a locative narrative app [4] devised in response to an intriguing archive of travel correspondence exchanged between two lovers in 1925. Mapped over 20 acres of gardens, the story-world has seven virtual locations depicted in binaural soundscapes, including streets in Rome and a snowy walk in Yosemite. GPS is used to trigger sound files, and participants can wander freely or follow narrative threads to build the story (Fig. 1) .
The temporal and spatial plotting occurs on a number of levels: the actual time taken to traverse the location, listeninG to locAtive nArrAtives: illusion And the imAGinAtive exPerience 
A B S T R A C T
The author discusses her research project Transition-Felt, an investigation of the development of locative narratives that informs the app The Letters.
In the last 10 years, mobile devices have moved interactive media from the desktop to real-world environments. Affordances of GPS and, more recently, indoor positioning techniques are utilized in new forms of play and theatrical experiences. Pervasive games, participatory theater and locative narratives are transforming streets and waysides into spaces of potential. The research project Transition-Felt investigates the development of locative narratives and considers imaginative simulation and the listening experience, drawing upon recent findings in cognitive psychology and neuroscience.
Delivered via smartphone apps, these locative narratives can be thought of as audio dramas, heard in real-world locations. An interesting aspect of the form is the integration of the realworld environment within the listening tion at music concerts, underlining the important role loudspeakers play in contextualizing sound, whether musical or not. In that same period of time, I made a number of trips to the relatively remote Wolgan Valley, northwest of the famous Blue Mountains of New South Wales. The abandoned village of Newnes offers, in addition to many outdoor activities, the remains of early 20th-century coal and shale mining. Shale was mined for the extraction of petroleum in a complex procedure that was overtaken economically by the global oil industry. The industrial complex at Newnes was dismantled and abandoned in the mid-1930s. Now the site shows only the ruinous foundations with an occasional structure still erect. Images from its heyday show the area devoid of bush and trees; nowadays majestic gum trees again have taken over, suggesting human-made industries can be reclaimed by nature in a few generations.
SoUNd reSoUrceS: environmentAl instAllAtion
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A short video describing the work can be found at <www.vimeo.com/56391839>.
A B S T R A C T
The author describes a recent sound installation that addresses an environmental issue as well as an issue with our sonic ecology.
While a Ph.D. candidate in Sydney, I was given the opportunity to create an installation in a small gallery space at the design faculty of the University of Technology in that city. Initially I wanted to create an experience that would refl ect on my primary research interest, the use of electronic amplifi ca-to make predictions about situations, actions, people and internal states [9] .
The stance taken by participants of a locative narrative experience ensures that, however naturalistic the soundscape may be, it is arguably perceived as a mediated artifact. As Barry Truax suggests, interpretation of soundscapes can also ask the listener not merely to identify the depicted sounds but to contemplate their signifi cation [10] .
It is put forward here that the adoption of a stance primed for narrative engagement combined with perceptual ambiguity enables the listener to become a participant within a liminal space. Initiated by audio "props" [11] , this guided imaginative experience holds the nascent potential for immersion and a sense of presence, which may be re-fi gured as Bergson's intuitive apprehension of phenomena [12] . The recollection of presence can be understood as Transition-Felt.
